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1. Agency evaluation of all aspects of experi-
ence bearing on work to be performed under a
contract, rather than experience in perform-
ing actual work called for by contract to be
awarded is not improper where evaluation
criterion is identified as "Qualification
and Experience," since agency properly may
consider anything reasonably and logically
encompassed by that criterion.

2. Assertion that agency was inconsistent in
its evaluation of proposals in two procure-
ments for the same services because in one
case technical factors allegedly were
emphasized while cost was paramount in the
other is without merit where record shows
that in both cases technical factors were
weighted substantially higher than cost, In
one case there was a technically superior
proposal which warranted award at a higher
price while in the other case there was no
meaningful technical disparity so that cost
became controlling.

Western Ecological Services Company protests an
award to North State Resources under request for
proposals No. R5-NCZ-81-18 issued by the U.S. Forest
Service to procure an Order II soil survey in the
Stanislaus National Forest. Western contends that the
Forest Service did not follow the evaluation criteria
stated in the solicitation and that the Forest
Service's scoring of proposals was inconsistent with
the scoring in a prior procurement. Wie deny the
protest.
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Background

The Forest Service issued this solicitation as a
small business set-aside to obtain an Order II Soil
Resources Inventory of certain areas within the
Stanislaus National Forest, This inventory involves
field sampling of soils, analysis and classification of
soils, and the preparation of maps showing the location
of the various soil types with accompanying reports.
The Forest Service received six pcrposals, five of
which were responsive and underwent technical evalu-
ation, The Forest Service evaluators ranked Western's
proposal highest technically with an average score of
89, while North State's proposal, with a score of 86,
was ranked second highest. However, when cost was
evaluated and scored in accordance with the weighting
formula contained in the solicitation, North State's
$32,966 proposal ranked highest overall, with a score
of 111, white Western's $39,231 proposal ranked second
highest ovarall, with a score of 110.

The Forest Service awarded the contract to North
State on the basis of its highest overall ranking.
Shortly thereafter, Western protested to the Forest
Service and, when that protest was denied, entered a
timely protest here.

Protester's Position

Initially, Western's protest focused upon two
concerns. First, Western maintained that the Forest
Service failed to place emphasis upon experience in
Order II soil surveys to the extent required by the
evaluation criteria. Second, Western contended that
the Forest Service has been inconsistent in scoring
Order II soil survey proposals and cited an eariier
procurement where Western's lower priced offer lost out
to a competitor's higher priced offer because of the
competitor's higher technical score, while the opposite
happened here.

After receipt of the agency report on the protest,
Western supplemented its protest with more specific
arguments relating to the experience of North State and
its individual employees, as compared to Western and
its individual employees. In Western's view, it had
proposed the more qualified team, with more experience
in Order II soil surveys. Western further contends
that even if other types of soil surveys are viewed
as relevant, it is still more experienced than North
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State by a large margin. For this redson, Western
contends that the Forest Service acted unreasonably in
scoring North State's techincal proposal as essentially
equal to Western's.

Analysis

It 1s not the function of this Office to evaluate
proposals. Joanell Laboratories, Inc., 56 Comp, Gen.
291 (1977), 77-1 CPD 51, Moreover, in considering
protests of a procuring agency'o evaluation of tech-
nical proposals, we recognize that the determination of
the relative desirability of proposals is primarily the
responsibility of the procuring agency, is largely
subjective, and is not subject to objection by our
Office unless shown to be unreasonable, arbitrary or
violative of law, See 1toshman Associates, Inc.,
B-1920n8, January l6, 1979, 79-1 CPD 23, We further
recognize that numerical point scores, while useful as
guides for intelligent decinion-rr.Akii-g, are normally
not controlling because they themselves reflect the
subjective and sometimes disparate judgments of the
evaluators. See Bunker Ramo Corp., 56 Comp. Gen, 712
(1977), 77-1 CPD 427, affirmed B-187645, August 17,
1977, 77-2 CPt 124.

fHere, the solicitation provided that in proposal
evaluation technical excellence was to be paramount to
coLt, with evaluation factors and their weights
identified as follows:

Qualification and experience 45
Methodology and schedule 40
Related specialized experience 15
Price 25

The record shows that under the first evaluation
criterion, five subfacCors, with weights of either 5,
10 or 15, were considered. Order II soil inventories
was the only subfactor yiven a weight of 15. Two of
the three evaluators assigned the same score for thts
subfactor to both Westnrn and North State, while the
other evaluator gave North State a two-point higher
score. The two firms received the same scores for the
other subfactors from all thrcc evaluators, so under
the first major evaluation factor North State had a
very slight scoring edge. on the other hand, Wnstern
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was perceived as relatively superior to North State by
all three evaluators under the second major factor and
therefore outscored North State there. The two
offerors received the same scores for the remaining
technical evaluation category.

In essence, the protester's concern is with tne
relative assessment made of the two proposals under the
fiLcst evaluation factor, Western believes it is
entitled to a significantly higher score than North
State because it. believes it has more extensive
experience, particularly in connection with Order II
inventories. The agency, on the other hand, explains
that all kinds of related experience bearing on the
ability to do the required work was taken into account,
and that it considered not only years of experience but
also how much was done ji.e., number of acres mapped)
during thf: time experience was being acquired.

lie find nothing improper with this evaluation.
The solicitation did not specify any particular type or
length of experience that would be evaluated--it merely
identified "Qualification and Experience" as the most
important evaluation factor, Under that broad
criterion, the agency properly could consider anything
reasonably and logically related to or encompassed by
qualification and experience. See The Ohio State
University Research Foundation, B-190530, January 11,
1979, 79-1 CPD 15. Thus, it was not crtquired to
emphasize years of experience or Order II inventory
experience to the exclusion of other experience which
is rationally related to the work to be performed under
the contract.

We have examined the competing proposals, and we
believe the evaluators rationally could have appraised
them as they did, While Western obviously disagrees
with that assessment, that does not render the evi'lua-
tion unreasonable. Commonwealth Research Group, Inc.,
B-202536.2, October 6, 1981, 81-2 CPD 281. Since we
find a rational basis for the evaluation, and since
the evaluation was consistent with the established
criteria, the protest must fail on this ground.

With respect to the fJ]eged inconsistency between
this evaluation and the evaluation of proposals in a
prior procurement, we point out that the Forest Service
did not intend the evaluation in the two procurements
to be exactly the same. In the earlier procurement,
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cost was weighted at 10 percent of the total available
evaluatAin points (see Western Ecological Services
Company, B-201097, April 30, 1901, 81-l CPD 33), while
in this case cost was assigned 20 percent of the total
points available. Thus, it should have been evident to
Western that cost would count somewhat more in this
procurement than it did in the prior onel if Western
viewed this evaluation approach as improper1 it should
have protested prior to the closing date for receipt of
proposals. 4 C.F.R. S 21.2(b)(1) (1982).

Moreover, it is not readily apparent to us that
the two evaluations were materially inconsistent. In
both cases technical consideratirns were weighted
significantly greater than cost; in both cases the
agency utilized point scoring to evaluate botn the
technical and cost aspects of proposals and in both
cases the agency chose to make award (it was not
requirac to--see Telecommunications Management Corp.,
57 Comp. Gen. 251 (1978), 78-1 CPD 80) on the has[isof
the highest overall point score attained. In the
earlier procurement, the disparity in technical score
between Western and the ultimate awardee was such that
Westerns higher score for its lower price was insuf-
ficient to overcome the other firm's technical advan-
tnge, In thiu procurement, Western received a higher
technicaL score than North State but the difference in
scores was significantly less than in the prior pro-
curement, so that North State's lower price enabled it
to attain a slightly higher overall score, Although
Westirn believes cost was paramount here while tech-
nical considerations, primarily enporience, were con-
ttolling in the prior procurement, the fact is that
technical matters were most important in both pro-
curements; cost ended up being controlling in this
case simple because the evaluators did noL find a
significant technical disparity between the two pro-
posals. Al we have often pointed out, price or cost
will become controlling when technical evaluations
reveal little disparity between competing proposals or
when such proposals are viewed as essentially equal.
Se's Telecommurications Management Cop., supra, and
cases ct ted.

The protest is denied.
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